TERRA WALLING
Naturally Preferred
The Natural Stone Alternative

Terra Walling close-up section view

Naturally Preferred

B

radstone is a superior outdoor walling material, world-renowned as an attractive yet cost-effective alternative to natural
stone. Bradstone embodies an elegance born of an earlier time, while taking advantage of the high performance, low
maintenance and long life offered by modern high-grade manufacturing technology.

Top craftsmen have taken special care to replicate, in hue, complexity and texture, the hand-crafted stonework of English tradition
in hundreds of faithfully detailed, properly-sized master stone designs. Each master design has been cast into finely detailed moulds,
and then used to reproduce a rich line of building stones in almost endless variations. The gratifying result, when assembled by our
master craftsmen, is a personable home with the look and feel of those respected for centuries. Installed in exactly the same manner
as brick, the walling stones are 90 mm. (4") deep, and allow for simple and straightforward wood frame and cavity wall
construction.

Terra Walling on Home and Garden Wall with Bradstone Accessories featured on Door and Window Surrounds

T

erra Walling was designed with the North American market in mind. Created from Indiana limestone. With each and every
stone accurately simulating those dressed by craftsmen from their natural state, the warmth of design is further enhanced
by the great variety of sizes and profiles. These uniting factors have made Terra Walling an increasingly popular choice in
the marketplace today. The availability of sizes, profiles and colours further allows for a diversity of looks and approaches limited
only by the imagination.
Bradstone Walling includes a wide range of matching accessories for timeless detailing on any building facade, presenting a
versatility unparalleled in the marketplace since 1957.

The Natural Stone Alternative

Smooth Jambs, Arch Stones, Rock Face Sills incorporated throughout to highlight Windows and Banding

Accessories
A range of architectural accessories and dressings have been designed to enhance Bradstone Walling. Colours are blended to highlight
masonry exteriors and are available in standard Bradstone Colours. Refer to the Accessories Brochure for details.

Smooth Jamb
Window and Door
Surrounds with 3
inch Accent Corbel,
Keystone and
Double Rock Face
Sill Bands

Smooth Jamb Window Surrounds,Soffit Band
with Arch Keys and Rock Face Sill

Bradstone Distinctive Elements

Weathered Cotswold

Light Grey

North Cerney

Essex Blend

Weathered York

Colours
Seven standard colours are manufactured ranging from soft solid tones to
weathered colours. Each colour is carefully blended to ensure that the finished
product refelects the hues found within the natural stone. Terra Walling also offers
the unique opportunity to mix the standard colour ranges for an enhanced appeal.
Beechwood Blend

Terra Walling Components
Bradstone Terra Walling has the versatility to present a variety of appearances, by the
use of different stone sizes and Jumper Stones. Coursing Stones are provided in 4" and
6" heights with random lengths ranging from 8" to 21". Jumper Stones are available
in 11", 17" and 21" lengths and 10" heights. 45 degree return stones complete the
range.
Coursing Stone

45 degree Stone

Jumper Stone

Sierra Blend

Terra Walling with Architectural Precast Details
Terra Walling accented with Bradstone Chamfer Walling at Entry,
Arch Keys, Keystones and Rock Faced Sills detail the Windows

Terra Walling with Architectural Precast Details

The Bradstone Distinction
Terra Walling with Bradstone Chamfer Walling Inset in
Entry. Bradstone Accessories used for Window and Door
Surrounds, Sills featured as Banding.

Bradstone Quality Assurance Guarantee

T

he Quality Assurance Guarantee
for Bradstone Walling Products
is based on the strength,
structural integrity and durability, and
against any defects in the material and or
workmanship in the production.

The Quality Assurance Guarantee assures that the Bradstone Products will:
• Retain its structural strength, integrity, and durability
• Protect the home through climactic weather conditions
• Retain its texture
• Is manufactured to industry standards and meets
Specification Guidelines

Our Quality Assurance Guarantee is a commitment to ensure the highest quality product possible. If Bradstone Walling
is installed according to specifications and becomes structurally defective the product will be replaced.

The Natural Stone Alternative
Visit the Bradstone Photo Gallery at www.bradstone.ca to experience the full line of Bradstone products.
Wintergreen Ltd.
PO Box 1060
Stouffville, ON
Canada
L4A 8A1

Manufactured under license by

Telephone 416 798 7809
Toll Free 1 866 798 7809
Fax 416 798 7819
E-mail info@bradstone.ca
Web Site www.bradstone.ca

Wintergreen Ltd. will not be responsible for the following: Installation, colour fading due to the naturally occurring phenomenon of efflorescence inherent in all top quality products with high cement content, or exposure to acid
based cleaning products. This guarantee does not include transportation costs or installation costs. This guarantee is not transferable to subsequent owners. Bradstone is a range of reconstructed stone products, where shades are
subtle and subject to slight variations as in natural stone. For this reason it is not possible to illustrate shades accurately in printed brochures and selections should always be made from samples which are available upon request.
Our policy is of continuous product improvement. Accordingly we reserve the right to vary designs and specifications without notice. All products are subject to term and conditions of sale, which are available upon request.
Bradstone is a trademark of Aggregate Industries U.K. Ltd. and is manufactured under license by Wintergreen Ltd.

